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Abstract

In the current control design of safety-critical autonomous systems, formal verification techniques are typically applied after the controller is designed to evaluate whether the required properties (e.g., safety) are satisfied. However, due to the increasing system complexity and the fundamental hardness of designing a controller with formal guarantees, such an open-loop process of design-then-verify often results in many iterations and fails to provide the necessary guarantees. In this paper, we propose a correct-by-construction control learning framework that integrates the verification into the control design process in a closed-loop manner, i.e., design-while-verify. Specifically, we leverage the verification results (computed reachable set of the system state) to construct feedback metrics for control learning, which measure how likely the current design of control parameters can meet the required reach-avoid property for safety and goal-reaching. We formulate an optimization problem based on such metrics for tuning the controller parameters, and develop an approximated gradient descent algorithm with a difference method to solve the optimization problem and learn the controller. The learned controller is formally guaranteed to meet the required reach-avoid property. By treating verifiability as a first-class objective and effectively leveraging the verification results during the control learning process, our approach can significantly improve the chance of finding a control design with formal property guarantees. This is demonstrated via a set of experiments on both linear and non-linear systems that use model-based or neural network based controllers.

1 Introduction

Safety-critical autonomous systems, such as avionics systems [1] and self-driving vehicles [2], often operate in highly dynamic environments with significant uncertainties and disturbances. It is critical yet challenging to formally ensure their safety, especially for the control and decision making modules. Thus, while there has been increasing interest in applying machine learning techniques (especially neural network based ones such as deep reinforcement learning [3]) to control and general decision making, their adoption in safety-critical systems is hindered by the challenges in formally ensuring system properties [4, 5].
In this work, we address system safety and goal-reaching ability in control design with a reach-avoid property \([6, 7]\), which intuitively represents whether the system can “reach its goal without entering unsafe states” (formal definition in Section 2). It is a fundamentally hard problem to design a controller with formal guarantees for such property. Even in linear systems, the similar “hyper-plane hitting problem” is proved to be NP-hard and it is unclear whether the problem is decidable or not \([8]\). The complexity continues to increase for non-linear and hybrid systems \([9]\). Moreover, for emerging neural network based controllers, the typical black-box view of their behavior makes safety and stability verification extremely difficult \([10, 11]\), let alone synthesize them with formal guarantees.

The current process for controller design and verification follows an open-loop design-then-verify paradigm. The experts first design a controller using either model-based methods such as model predictive control \([12]\) and linear quadratic regulator \([13]\), or model-free approaches such as reinforcement learning (RL) with neural networks \([14, 15]\). They then leverage formal verification tools \([16, 17, 18]\) to evaluate whether the designed controller satisfies the required properties. However, due to the above-mentioned difficulty of designing a controller with formal guarantees, such a process often results in many iterations between design and verification, with numerous attempts in tuning the control design and parameter settings, and may still fail to provide the necessary guarantees. For neural network based controllers, this could be even more challenging, as tuning the design and learning parameters often has an unpredictable impact on the properties of the learned controller \([19]\).

In this work, to address the above challenges, we propose a correct-by-construction control learning framework that integrates verification in a closed-loop manner, i.e., design-while-verify, to formally guarantees that the learned controller satisfies the required reach-avoid property. In our framework, we leverage the verification results, particularly the computed reachable set of the system state, to construct two different types of feedback metrics that reflect the system’s potential ability to meet the reach-avoid property (one based on geometric distance, and one on Wasserstein distance). We then formulate the control learning as an optimization problem of the control parameters based on either metric, and develop an approximated gradient descent algorithm with a difference method for tuning the control parameters until a feasible solution is obtained or iteration limit is reached. Our approach can be applied to both model-based controllers and neural network based ones, and formally guarantees that the learned controller can meet the required reach-avoid property.

Related work: Our work is related to the safety verification of controlled dynamical systems \([16, 17, 18, 20]\), which typically relies on the computation of the reachable set containing all possible states that the system may visit within a time horizon. Our approach leverages these verification tools (called verifiers in the rest of the paper), and develops novel metrics and method to integrate them into the control design process. Falsification is another technique that can be leveraged for closed-loop controller design \([21, 22, 23]\). Specifically, the falsifier searches for counter-examples to the required property and proposes measures to remedy failed cases. However, the falsification-driven process does not provide formal guarantees as in our approach.

Our framework is related to control learning with certificates, such as barrier certificate with safety consideration and Lyapunov function (certificate) with stability concerns \([7, 24, 25, 26]\). However, such data-driven approaches for synthesizing certificates need to sample system states from the unsafe region, which is not practical in most safety-critical systems. Moreover, the synthesized certificates and the learned controllers still need to be verified to provide any formal guarantees. In another word, they also follow the traditional design-then-verify paradigm. Our approach is also related to safe learning for dynamical systems \([27]\), such as safe reinforcement learning with formal methods \([28]\) and shielding \([29, 30]\), where the agent is restricted to explore within an action set that is known a priori to be safe for the current state. In contrast, our framework does not constrain the action space and ensures system safety by assessing the reachable set – the system always stays within the safe region during learning and is guaranteed to be safe with the learned controller.

In summary, our work makes the following novel contributions:

- We propose a correct-by-construction control learning framework that integrates verification in a closed-loop design-while-verify manner, which formally ensures that with the learned controller, the system satisfies the reach-avoid property for safety and goal-reaching.
- Our framework includes novel formulation of the verification-in-the-loop control learning problem based on two different metrics (using geometric or Wasserstein distance) and an approximate gradient descent algorithm with a difference method for solving the problem.
• Our approach can be applied to both linear and non-linear systems under traditional model-based or emerging neural network based controllers. Experiments on a linear adaptive cruise control system and non-linear Van der Pol’s oscillator system demonstrate that our approach significantly outperforms the baseline methods in convergence rate, safe control rate, goal-reaching rate, and ability to provide formal guarantees.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model. Section 3 introduces our verification-in-the-loop control learning approach, including the definition of feedback metrics on verification results, the optimization problem formulation for control learning, and the approximate gradient descent algorithm for solving the problem, and its optimality analysis for the Wasserstein metric. Experiments, further discussion and conclusion are presented in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively.

2 System Model

System Dynamics and Controller: We consider a continuous system that can be expressed as a tuple \( (X, U, f, \kappa_\theta, X_0, \delta) \). Specifically, the dynamics of the continuous system is modeled as

\[
\dot{x} = f(x, u),
\]

where \( x \in X \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is the system state vector and \( X \) is the system state space. \( u \in U \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m \) is the control input variable, where \( U \) is the control input space. \( f : X \times U \rightarrow X \) is a locally Lipschitz-continuous function that can be either linear or non-linear. \( X_0 \) is a set containing all possible initial states \( x(0) \).

Such a system can be controlled by a feedback controller \( \kappa_\theta : X \rightarrow U \), which is parameterized by \( \theta \) in the following way. Given a sampling period \( \delta \), the controller \( \kappa \) reads the system state \( x(i\delta) \) at time \( t = i\delta (i = 1, 2, \cdots) \), and computes the control input as \( u(i\delta) = \kappa_\theta(x(i\delta)) \). Then, the system state evolves as \( \dot{x} = f(x, u(i\delta)) \) within the time slot \([i\delta, (i+1)\delta] \).

Remark 1 Our approach can be applied to a variety of controller types, such as linear controllers, polynomial controllers, and fully-connected feed-forward neural network controllers that are expressed as

\[
\kappa_\theta(x) = \kappa_L(\kappa_{L-1} \cdots (\kappa_1(x; W_1, b_1); W_{L-1}, b_{L-1}); W_L, b_L),
\]

where \( \theta = \{W_i, b_i (i = 1, \cdots, L)\} \). \( W_i, b_i \) are the weights and bias parameters for layer \( i \) and \( L \) is the number of layers.

Flow and Reach-avoid Property: A flow function \( \varphi(x(0), t) : X_0 \times \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow X \) maps some initial state \( x(0) \) to the system state \( \varphi(x(0), t) \) at time \( t \). Mathematically, \( \varphi \) satisfies 1) \( \varphi(x(0), 0) = x(0) \) 2) \( \dot{x} = f(x, u(i\delta)) \) in the time interval \( t \in [i\delta, i\delta + \delta] \) 3) \( u(i\delta) = \kappa_\theta(\varphi(x(0), i\delta)) \), \( \forall i = 1, 2, \cdots \). Based on the flow definition, the system reach-avoid property is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Reach-avoid property) Starting from an initial state \( x(0) \), the system is considered as meeting the reach-avoid property if and only if its flow 1) never enters into an unsafe set \( X_u \) (safety) and 2) reaches a goal set \( X_g \) (goal-reaching) within a finite time horizon \( T \).

\[
\forall T \geq t \geq 0, \varphi(x(0), t) \cap X_u = \emptyset \text{ (safety), } \exists 0 \leq t' \leq T, \varphi(x(0), t') \cap X_g = \emptyset \text{ (goal-reaching)}
\]

Verifier and Control Learning: We consider a verifier as a formal tool \( \Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_\theta) \) that takes input of system dynamics \( f \), initial state set \( X_0 \), and controller \( \kappa_\theta \), and outputs the feedback concerning reach-avoid property. Leveraging such formal verifier, we define our closed-loop control learning problem with reach-avoid guarantee as the following.

Problem 1 (Verification-in-the-loop control learning) Given a continuous control system described as (1), find a feasible solution of controller parameters \( \theta \) and initial region \( X_I \subseteq X_0 \) with the feedback from verifier \( \Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_\theta) \), such that the reach-avoid property is satisfied for every possible \( x(0) \in X_I \subseteq X_0 \) with controller \( \kappa_\theta \).

3 Verification-in-the-Loop Control Learning

We leverage the feedback from the verifier to guide the control learning process. Our verification-in-the-loop approach includes the following major components: the computation of the system state...
We define two different types of metrics for evaluating the current control design based on the Wasserstein distance for its convexity. The computed reachable set from the verifier, one based on the intuitive geometric distance and one on the Wasserstein distance for evaluating the current control design and the formulation of an optimization problem for control learning (Section 3.2); and an approximated gradient descent algorithm for solving the optimization problem, including the computation of an initial state set for ensuring goal-reaching and the algorithm optimality analysis for Wasserstein metric (Section 3.3).

3.1 Verifier Reachable Set Computation

During the verification-in-the-loop control learning process, the verifier $\Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_\theta)$ computes a reachable set of the system state based on the current controller design $\kappa_\theta$, defined as follows.

**Definition 2** A state $x_r$ of system $(X, U, f, \kappa_\theta, X_0, \delta)$ is called reachable at time $t \geq 0$, if and only if there exists $x(0) \in X_0$ such that $x_r = \varphi(x(0), t)$ under controller $\kappa_\theta$. The reachable set $X_r^T$ with time horizon $T$ for initial set $X_0$ is defined as

$$X_r^T = \{ \varphi(x(0), t) \mid \forall x(0) \in X_0, \forall 0 \leq t \leq T \}$$

For computing this reachable set, we consider two cases: linear systems under linear controllers, and non-linear systems under non-linear controllers such as neural network based ones.

**Linear System with Linear Controller:** For a linear time-invariant (LTI) system as

$$\dot{x} = Ax + Bu,$$

its reachable set under a linear controller within a finite time interval can be evaluated recursively [31]. Specifically, we consider the discretized LTI system as $x[t + 1] = A_d x[t] + B_d u[t]$ with a linear feedback controller $u[t] = \theta_d x[t]$, where $A_d = e^{A \delta}$, $B_d = \int_0^\delta e^{A t} B dt$ with sampling period $\delta$. Note that for continuous LTI systems, as long as the controller is periodically updated and zero-order hold is applied in each period, it can always be discretized. The initial set $X_0$ is considered as a polyhedron. In this case, the reachable set of each time step $t$, denoted as $X_r[t]$, is also a polyhedron, and can be derived recursively from $X_0$ by polyhedron operation $X_r[t + 1] = (A_d + B_d \theta) X_r[t]$ with $X_r[0] = X_0$. The overall reachable set can be obtained as $X_r^T = \bigcup_{t=0}^T X_r[t]$.

**Non-linear System with Neural Network Controller:** For a non-linear system with a neural network controller, we leverage the method from ReachNN [17]. First, we apply the overly function approximation for the neural network by Bernstein polynomials with bounded error.

**Definition 3** (Neural network with function approximator) Let $d = (d_1, \cdots, d_n) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $\kappa_\theta$ be a continuous neural network controller over variables $x \in [0, 1]^n$. The polynomial related to the controller $\kappa_\theta$

$$B_{\kappa_\theta, d}(x) = \sum_{0 \leq \alpha_j \leq d_j} \kappa_\theta \left( \frac{d_1}{d_1}, \cdots, \frac{d_n}{d_n} \right) \prod_{j=1}^n \left( (d_j) x_j (1 - x_j)^{d_j - x_j} \right)$$

is called Bernstein polynomials approximator of $\kappa_\theta$ under degree $d$. The Bernstein polynomial approximator along with an error bound $\epsilon$ ensures that the output range of neural network under some reachable set $X_r$ is bounded as

$$u = \kappa_\theta(x) \in B_{\kappa_\theta, d}(x) + [-\epsilon, \epsilon], \forall x \in X_r$$

In this way, the neural network controller is transformed into polynomials while the approximation error is treated as the external disturbances to the system. This enables us to efficiently compute an over-approximation of the reachable set for neural network-controlled systems.

3.2 Distance Metric Definitions over Reachable Set and Control Learning Formulation

We define two different types of metrics for evaluating the current control design based on the computed reachable set from the verifier, one based on the intuitive geometric distance and one on the Wasserstein distance for its convexity.
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Figure 1: Geometric distances $d^u_{g}$, $d^u_{r}$ for safe and goal-reaching properties defined on reachable set (blue) with respect to unsafe region (red) and goal set (green).

**Geometric Distance based Metrics:** We define a geometric distance $d^u_{g}$ that measures the distance between the reachable set $X^T_r$ and the unsafe region $X_u$ as

$$
d^u_{g} = \begin{cases} 
-|X^T_r \cap X_u|, & \text{if } X^T_r \cap X_u \neq \emptyset \\
\inf(||x_r - x_u||^2), & \forall x_r \in X^T_r, \forall x_u \in X_u, \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

(2)

where $|\cdot|$ measures the size of a set. For instance in Fig. 1 with a 2-dimensional system, $|X^T_r \cap X_u|$ is the intersection area between blue and red regions. Intuitively, the system is safe within time horizon $T$ if and only if $d^u_{g}$ is positive. Moreover, the larger the $d^u_{g}$ is, the further the system stays away from the unsafe region.

Following the same idea, we define another geometric distance $d^g_{g}$ for the goal-reaching property as

$$
d^g_{g} = \begin{cases} 
|X^T_r \cap X_g|, & \text{if } X^T_r \cap X_g \neq \emptyset \\
-\inf(||x_r - x_g||^2), & \forall x_r \in X^T_r, \forall x_g \in X_g, \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

(3)

The system satisfies the goal-reaching property if and only if $d^g_{g}$ is positive. Similarly in Fig 1, the larger the $d^g_{g}$ is, the better it is for the goal-reaching property. To have formal guarantee on goal-reaching, a searching algorithm for the initial set $X_I \subseteq X_0$ is proposed and detailed later.

Based on these two metrics, an optimization problem of controller parameters $\theta$ for the control learning with reach-avoid property can be formulated as

$$
\begin{align*}
\max_{\theta} & \ d^u_{g} + \lambda d^g_{g}, \\
\text{s.t.} & \ d^u_{g} \geq 0, d^g_{g} \geq 0.
\end{align*}
$$

Here $\lambda$ is a hyper-parameter denoting the weight. Overall, a feasible solution $\theta$ of this problem should make both $d^u_{g}$ and $d^g_{g}$ positive, which indicates the reach-avoid property is formally assured.

**Wasserstein Distance based Metric:** Another metric we consider in this paper is Wasserstein distance, which is defined on two distributions $z(x)$ and $v(y)$ as

$$
W(z,v) = \inf_{\gamma \in \Gamma(x,y)} \int d(x,y)d\gamma(x,y),
$$

where $\Gamma$ denotes the collections of all joint distributions with margins as $z(x)$ and $v(y)$. $d(x,y)$ is a distance measure function over $x, y$, such as norms.

Our metrics based on the Wasserstein distance are defined as follows. We view the last step of the reachable set $X^{Tl}$ as a uniform distribution $\gamma_0(x)$, i.e.,

$$
\gamma_0(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{|X^{Tl}|}, & \text{if } x \in X^{Tl}, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

Figure 2: Approximate the gradient for tuning controller parameter by difference method with perturbation $p$. 
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$$
\begin{align*}
\max_{\theta} & \ d^u_{g} + \lambda d^g_{g}, \\
\text{s.t.} & \ d^u_{g} \geq 0, d^g_{g} \geq 0.
\end{align*}
$$

Here $\lambda$ is a hyper-parameter denoting the weight. Overall, a feasible solution $\theta$ of this problem should make both $d^u_{g}$ and $d^g_{g}$ positive, which indicates the reach-avoid property is formally assured.
The same applies to the goal set $X_g$ as $g(x)$ and the unsafe set $X_u$ as $u(x)$. With this transformation, Wasserstein distance is naturally defined on $r_\theta(x), g(x)$ and $r_\theta(x), u(x)$. In this case, the system is reach-avoid if and only if we can determine that $X_f^T \cap X_g \neq \emptyset$ and $X_f^T \cap X_u = \emptyset$. Therefore, the optimization problem based on the Wasserstein distance over controller parameters $\theta$ is defined as

\[
\begin{aligned}
\min_{\theta} W(r_\theta) &= W(r_\theta(x), g(x)) - \lambda W(r_\theta(x), u(x)) \\
\text{s.t.} X_f^T \cap X_g \neq \emptyset, X_f^T \cap X_u = \emptyset
\end{aligned}
\]

### 3.3 Approximated Gradient Descent Algorithm for Control Learning

Based on the computed reachable set and the defined distance metrics, we develop an approximated gradient descent algorithm for the control learning. The framework is shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** Verification-in-the-loop Control Learning.

**Require:** A verifier $\Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_\theta)$ that computes the reachable set $X_f^T$, system dynamics $f$, initial set $X_0$, initial controller $\kappa_\theta$.

1. Randomly initialize $\theta$; set the maximum number of updates $N$, control horizon $T$, step lengths $\alpha, \beta$ and $i = 0$.
2. while $i \leq N$ and $X_f^T$ is not reach-avoid do
3. Generate perturbation $p$ to get $\theta - p$ and $\theta + p$.
4. Compute the reachable sets for each perturbation as $\Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_{\theta-p})$ and $\Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_{\theta+p})$.
5. Compute the geometric distances $\left[ d_u^{\theta_{\theta-p}}, d_u^{\theta_{\theta+p}}, d_d^{\theta_{\theta-p}}, d_d^{\theta_{\theta+p}} \right]$ with Equations (2) and (3) or Wasserstein distances $[W(r_{\theta+p}, g), W(r_{\theta-p}, g), W(r_{\theta+p}, u), W(r_{\theta-p}, u)]$ with Equation (4).
6. Approximate the gradients $\nabla_u^\theta$ and $\nabla_d^\theta$ by Equation (5).
7. $\theta = \theta - \alpha \nabla_u^\theta + \beta \nabla_d^\theta$.
8. $i \leftarrow i + 1$.
10. **Return:** Learned controller $\kappa_\theta$ and reach-avoid initial set $X_f$.

Because the verifier is often complex and does not have an analytical form, we propose a difference method to approximate the gradients for safety and goal-reaching metrics, as shown in Fig. 2. For each update iteration, we generate some perturbations $p$ to the controller $\theta$, and then compute their reachable set and also corresponding metrics. Thus, for the geometric and Wasserstein metrics, the gradients can be approximated respectively as

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\nabla_u^\theta \approx \frac{d_u^{\theta_{\theta+p}} - d_u^{\theta_{\theta-p}}}{2p}, \nabla_d^\theta \approx \frac{d_d^{\theta_{\theta+p}} - d_d^{\theta_{\theta-p}}}{2p}, \\
\nabla_u^\theta \approx \frac{W(r_{\theta+p}, u) - W(r_{\theta-p}, u)}{2p}, \nabla_d^\theta \approx \frac{W(r_{\theta+p}, g) - W(r_{\theta-p}, g)}{2p}, 
\end{array} \right. \tag{5}
\]

and thus the controller parameters are updated accordingly. Note that if the reach-avoid property is true for some initial space $X_f \subseteq X_0$, we can directly break from the iteration and return the learned controller. Finally, we search for $X_f$ to complete the algorithm.

**Remark 2** An alternate approach is to build a surrogate model such as a neural network to approximate the function of metrics, e.g., $d_u^{\theta}$ over controller parameters $\theta$ in a black-box manner, and directly obtain the gradients from such a model with current tools such as Tensorflow and Pytorch.

**Reach-avoid Initial Set Searching:** Once Algorithm 1 successfully learns a controller, safety can be ensured to the entire initial set $X_0$. However, goal-reaching is not guaranteed for $X_0$ because of the intersection operator we used in the metrics and also due to the over-approximation computation of reachable set. Thus, we further propose a searching algorithm to obtain the reach-avoid initial set $X_f \subseteq X_0$ such that $\forall x(0) \in X_f$, the reach-avoid property is formally verified to hold.

**Optimality Analysis:** The geometric distances $d_u^{\theta}, d_d^{\theta}$ are not convex functions over the reachable set $X_f^T$. The Wasserstein distance $W(r_\theta)$ is believed to be convex and almost everywhere differentiable in the distribution $r_\theta [32, 33, 34]$. Due to its convexity, it holds that
We assume that \( r \)

**Algorithm 2** \( X_I \) Searching.

**Require:** Verifier \( \Psi(f, X_0, \kappa_\theta) \), system dynamics \( f \), initial set \( X_0 \), learned controller \( \kappa_\theta \), \( X_I = \emptyset \).

1. **while** \( X_I \) not converged **do**
2. **Evenly partition** \( X_0 \) into \( P \) sub-spaces \( X_p (p = 1, \cdots, P) \).
3. **for** \( p \in \{1, \cdots, P\} \) **do**
4. **if** \( \Psi(f, X_p, \kappa_\theta) \) is reach-avoid **then**
5. \( X_I = X_I \cup X_p, X_0 = X_0 - X_p \).
6. \( P^* = 2 \).

\[
W(r_{\theta_1}) - W(r_{\theta_2}) \leq \langle \delta W/\delta r_{\theta_1}, r_{\theta_1} - r_{\theta_2} \rangle, \forall r_{\theta_1}, r_{\theta_2} \in \mathcal{R},
\]

where \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) is the inner-product.

Let \( \hat{\theta} \) be an \( \epsilon \)-stationary point of objective \( W(r_\theta) \). In most cases of the experiments, our approach can reach such stationary points. It then holds with some constant number \( M \) that

\[
\nabla_{\theta} W(r_{\hat{\theta}})^T v \leq \epsilon, \forall v \in B = \{ \theta \in \mathbb{R}^n, ||\theta||^2 \leq M \}
\]

We assume that \( r_{\theta} \) is a differentiable function of \( \theta \). By the chain rule, it then holds that

\[
\nabla_{\theta} W(r_{\hat{\theta}})^T v = \left( \frac{\delta W}{\delta r_{\hat{\theta}}} \left( \frac{dr_{\theta}}{d\theta} \right) \right)^T v \leq \epsilon, \forall v \in B
\]

Let \( r^* \) be a global minimizer of \( W(r) \) for \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) with corresponding \( \theta^* \), we then have

\[
W(r_{\hat{\theta}}) - W(r^*) \leq \langle \delta W/\delta r_{\hat{\theta}}, r_{\hat{\theta}} - r^* \rangle
\]

Let \( \varphi_{\hat{\theta}} = \frac{dr_{\theta}}{d\theta} \bigg|_{\theta = \hat{\theta}} \) represents the tangent function of \( r_{\theta} \) at \( \theta = \hat{\theta} \). Then, by combining the above two equations, we have

\[
W(r_{\hat{\theta}}) - W(r^*) \leq \epsilon + \langle \delta W/\delta r_{\hat{\theta}}, r_{\hat{\theta}} - r^* - \varphi_{\hat{\theta}}^T v \rangle, \forall v \in B
\]

\[
\leq \epsilon + ||\delta W/\delta r_{\hat{\theta}}|| \cdot ||r_{\hat{\theta}} - r^* - \varphi_{\hat{\theta}}^T v||, \forall v \in B
\]

By taking the infimum on the right hand side over \( v \in B \), we can now obtain the optimality bound of the stationary point to the global optimum as

\[
W(r_{\hat{\theta}}) - W(r^*) \leq \epsilon + ||\delta W/\delta r_{\hat{\theta}}|| \cdot \inf_{v \in B} ||r_{\hat{\theta}} - r^* - \varphi_{\hat{\theta}}^T v||
\]

This shows that on the Wasserstein distance metrics, our approach is highly likely to reach a stationary point that has a bounded distance to the global optimum.

### 4 Experimental Results

**Test systems:** We evaluate our approach by learning linear controllers for a linear adaptive cruise control (ACC) system and neural network controllers for a Van der Pol’s oscillator system. The Baselines include LQR \([35]\) controller and deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) method \([14]\).

**ACC:** There are two robotic vehicles driving on the road, shown in Fig. 3 with the Webots environment \([36]\). The front vehicle drives at a velocity \( v_f \) while the ego vehicle manages the relative distance between the two vehicles by accelerating or braking. The dynamics of the ACC system can be expressed as \( s = v_f - v, \ddot{v} = kv + u \), where \( v_f = 40 \) is the velocity of the front vehicle, \( k = -0.2 \) is the resistance related to the velocity of the ego vehicle, and \( \delta = 0.1 \) is the sampling period. \((s, v)\) is the system state vector where \( s \) is the relative distance and \( v \) is the ego car’s velocity. The system has initial space \( X_0 = \{(s, v) \mid s \in [122, 124], v \in [48, 52]\} \), the unsafe set \( X_u = \{(s, v) \mid s \leq 120\} \) and the goal set \( X_g = \{(s, v) \mid s \in [145, 155], v \in [39.5, 40.5]\} \). Initially, \( v \in [48, 52] > 40 \), and thus the distance \( s \) is being reduced and the system is approaching the unsafe region.
Table 1: Comparison of results for the ACC experiment. The controllers synthesized from our verification-in-the-loop approach are guaranteed to be reach-avoid while DDPG’s is unknown due to the over-approximation of its reachable set computation. With zeroth-order hold, our controllers achieve 100% safe control rate and goal-reaching rate with the discretized simulation while DDPG and LQR do not. The learning process converges much faster with our approach than using DDPG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Convergence iterations</th>
<th>Safe control rate</th>
<th>Goal-reaching rate</th>
<th>Verified result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LQR[35]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>Unsafe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDPG</td>
<td>13.6(±2.1)K</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(W)</td>
<td>64(±31.6)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>reach-avoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(G)</td>
<td>62(±6.1)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>reach-avoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results Comparison: The comparison between different approaches on the ACC example is shown in Table 1. A typical learning curve is shown in Fig. 4. With verification in the loop, our approaches on the Wasserstein metric, denoted as Ours(W), and on the geometric metric, denoted as Ours(G), show much faster convergence rate (around 64 and 62 updates, respectively) than the DDPG method (more than 13K updates, defined on a threshold of the total reward).

Considering experimental safety and goal-reaching properties, we discretized the system with zeroth-order hold and simulated the system traces with 500 randomly picked initial states $x(0)$ from $X_0$. Our approach achieves both 100% safe control rate and goal-reaching rate, while DDPG and LQR[35] cannot. As shown in Fig. 5, controllers from our approach are formally verified to satisfy the reach-avoid property, while DDPG failed due to the explosion of the reachable set computation after around 10 steps and the LQR controller is unsafe.

Oscillator: Van der Pol’s oscillator is a 2-dimensional non-linear benchmark system, which can be expressed as

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2, \\
\dot{x}_2 &= \gamma (1-x_1^2)x_2 - x_1 + u,
\end{align*}
$$
Table 2: Comparison of results for the Oscillator experiment. Our approach again outperforms DDPG for every comparison metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Convergence iterations</th>
<th>Safe control rate</th>
<th>Goal-reaching rate</th>
<th>Verified result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDPG</td>
<td>13.7(±6.2)K</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(W)</td>
<td>55(±13)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>reach-avoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(H)</td>
<td>65(±4)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>reach-avoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Learning curves for the Wasserstein distances $W(r, g)$ and $W(r, u)$ for the oscillator system. The algorithm successfully learned a controller with around 56 updates. The shaded region is the standard deviation for 5 individual runs.

Figure 7: DDPG controller is verified to be unknown due to the over-approximation of reachable set. The learned neural network controllers from our approach are reach-avoid while DDPG is not.

where $(x_1, x_2)$ is the system state, sampling period $\delta = 0.1$, and damping coefficient $\gamma = 1$. The initial set $X_0$ is $[-0.51, -0.49] \times [0.49, 0.51]$ and the unsafe region $X_u = [-0.3, -0.25] \times [0.2, 0.35]$. The goal set for this example is $X_g = [-0.05, 0.05] \times [-0.05, 0.05]$. Intuitively, tighter verification consumes more computation resources and takes more time to finish. For Wasserstein distance on the oscillator

5 Discussions

Hybrid Control Learning: To achieve reach-avoid property, ACC naturally requires the controller to first brake to avoid the unsafe region and then accelerate to reach the goal region. In such case, ACC requires the controller to have a relatively big Lipschitz constant. However, the reachable set computation with ReachNN may encounter large over-approximation errors when addressing a neural network controller with a big Lipschitz constant. In this case, the parameter perturbation may not cause any change on the reachable set and our approach could fail to learn a controller. To mitigate this issue, we propose a hybrid controller learning method. Specifically, by decomposing the reach-avoid learning problem into two sub-problems, we learn a neural network controller with few reachable steps to avoid the unsafe region and then a linear controller to make the system approach the goal set. Please see the Appendix for more details.

Verification Tightness: Similarly as other verification tools [16, 20], ReachNN computes an over-approximation of the reachable set. The tightness of such over-approximation has significant impact on our verification-in-the-loop approach. There are adjustable parameters for changing the tightness in ReachNN [17] (and also other tools [16, 18, 20]). Intuitively, tighter verification consumes more computation resources and takes more time to finish. For Wasserstein distance on the oscillator
system, the tighter reachable set computation in average takes around 40 steps with near 115 seconds for each step to learn a neural network controller, compared to the lesser tight computation that takes about 55 iterations with 86 seconds for each step. Please see the Appendix for more details.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a correct-by-construction control learning framework with reach-avoid guarantees by integrating the verification in a closed-loop manner. Our approach first constructs the control feedback metrics with the reachable sets computed by the verifier, and then iteratively tunes the controller parameters with approximated gradients until a feasible solution is found. Experiments on linear and non-linear systems with linear and neural network controllers demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on convergence iterations, safe/goal-reaching rate, and verified results.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Additional Experimental Details

The main experimental results are presented in the Section 4 of the main paper. Here we provide additional experimental details for the ACC and oscillator systems, including the learning hyperparameters, learned controllers, baseline settings, etc. The experiments are conducted on a i7-CPU laptop with 16GB main memory.

**ACC:** We learn a linear controller that is expressed as
\[ \kappa_\theta((s,v)) = \theta_1 s + \theta_2 v, \]
where \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2) \) is initialized with random variables from \([0, 1]^2\). The reachable set horizon is set to 50 steps. The step length of the gradient descent is set to \(10^{-4}\) for both safety \(d_u^g\) and goal-reaching \(d_g^u\) geometric distances, as well as for \(W(r, g)\) and \(W(r, u)\) Wasserstein distances. The perturbations \(p\) on the controller parameters are randomly and uniformly sampled from \([-1, 1]\). The baseline DDPG method fails to learn a linear controller in the experiments, so we design a very small neural network controller with 1 hidden layer of 10 neurons. The reward function for DDPG is designed as
\[
\begin{align*}
    r(s,a) &= \begin{cases} 
    -100, & \text{if } s \in X_u \\
    20 - 0.25 \cdot |s - 150| - 0.75 \cdot |v - 40|, & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
The total steps in each epoch is 200. The reward threshold is 1250 for the last 100 epochs, with the condition that the final state is in the goal region.

**Learned controllers:** With our approach based on geometric distances, the learned controller is
\[ \kappa(s,v) = 0.659s - 2.377v \]
With our approach based on Wasserstein distances, the learned controller is
\[ \kappa(s,v) = 0.808s - 3.035v \]
The baseline LQR controller is
\[ \kappa(s,v) = 0.3162s - 0.6789v - 12.3 \]
The simulation traces with one of the learned linear controller in Webots is shown in Fig. 8. We can see that the reach-avoid property is satisfied.

**Oscillator:** We propose to learn a tiny neural network controller for this system, with 1 hidden layer of 2 neurons. The parameters of the network are initialized with uniform distribution \([0, 1]\). The time horizon of the reachable set computation is set to 15 steps. The gradient step length is set to 1 for \(d_u^g\), 5 for \(d_g^u\) with geometric distances, and 1 for both Wasserstein distances \(W(r, g)\) and \(W(r, u)\) Wasserstein distances. The perturbations \(p\) on controller parameter are randomly and uniformly sampled from \([-0.2, 0.2]\) for safety and \([-0.1, 0.1]\) for goal-reaching of the neural network controller. Following similar ideas of ACC, the baseline DDPG reward function for oscillator is designed as
\[
\begin{align*}
    r(x_1, x_2) &= \begin{cases} 
    -50, & \text{if } (x_1, x_2) \in X_u \\
    5 - 10 \cdot |x_1| - 10 \cdot |x_2|, & \text{otherwise}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
The total steps in each epoch is set to 200 steps. The reward threshold is 750 for the last 100 epochs.

**Learned controllers for Oscillator:** With our approach, the learned controllers are shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 8: The simulation traces with learned controller $0.789s - 3.085v$ for ACC in the Webots environment. We can see that the system under this controller can satisfy the reach-avoid property.

Figure 9: Learned neural network controllers with parameters searched based on our approach with geometric distances (a) and with Wasserstein distances (b) for the oscillator system.

7.2 Additional Discussions

In the Section 5 of the main paper, we discussed hybrid control learning and verification tightness. Here we provide additional details.

**Hybrid Control Learning:** The failure happens when we want to learn a neural network controller with 75 steps reachable set computation in the ACC system. ACC requires the controller to have a large Lipschitz constant, resulting in too large over-approximation errors. To mitigate this, we learn a neural network controller for safety and a linear controller for goal-reaching in ACC, as a hybrid control mechanism to mitigate the failure of our approach when facing too-large over-approximation of the reachable set (shown in Fig. 10). Specifically, in this example, we compute 6 steps of the reachable set for the neural network controller with the approximated gradients of the distance between the unsafe set. We then treat the last reachable set of the learned neural network controller as the initial set of the linear controller, and compute 50 steps of the reachable set for goal-reaching learning.

**Verification Tightness:** To compute tighter verification (i.e., tighter reachable set computation) in ReachNN, we set the CutoffThreshold as $1e-10$, QueueSize as 1000, and degree bound of Bernstein polynomials as $[2, 2]$. For less tight verification, we set $1e-7$, 300, and $[1, 1]$ for CutoffThreshold, QueueSize, and degree bound, respectively. For Wasserstein distance on the oscillator system, the tighter reachable set computation in average takes around 40 steps with about 115 seconds for each step to learn a neural network controller, compared to the less tight computation that takes about 55 iterations with 86 seconds for each step. We can see that the overall impact on verification efficiency is not trivial, since while tighter verification may increase the runtime for each step, it may reduce the total number of required steps. We plan to investigate this further in the future work.
Figure 10: Hybrid control learning with a neural network controller (green) to avoid the unsafe region and a linear controller (purple) to approach the goal region.